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1. Prices & shipping costs: Hallberga Trading only serves corporate clients. All prices are quoted in 

Swedish Kronor (SEK) excluding VAT ex works Hallberga. Our deliveries are 

carried out by DB Schenker and shipping prices are based on you as a business 

customer being present at the receipt of delivery. If no personnel are 

encountered for goods receipt unwanted costs of notice and extra delivery will 

be charged. Delivery is only to ground floor. Domestic postage and freight costs 

are billed at clients own expense for orders up to and including the amount of 3 

500.00 SEK excluding VAT, which is the current domestic freight free limit 

regarding parcels containing cake decorations. All other transportation such as 

weight intense sugar mass, volume- bulk and pallet shipments are billed at 

clients own expense. Deliveries outside of Sweden are always at client cost 
unless the client manages own shipping carrier. 
 

 

2. Payment terms: following a standard credit check, 10 days after invoice for domestic sales. 

Domestic advance invoicing can occur where credit worthiness cannot be 

verified at start of the contract relationship or applied after repeated reminder 

and / or collection action. All orders are termed as binding agreement. After the 

invoice due date, an 18% delay interest will be calculated and billed. Statutory 

reminder charges are added. Any collection fee accrues the client. In case of 

post- billing of unwanted notification- and additional overrun costs and costs 

related to non-observance of our shipping terms, and billing of reminder fees 

service charges are applied. Shipment outside Sweden is only performed against 

advance payment. For deliveries outside Sweden it is the sole responsibility of 

the client to inform themselves of any applicable entry and customs regulations. 

Hallberga Trading may not provide binding information regarding these. All 

products remain property of Hallberga Trading until full payment has been 

received. Special orders or special customized article are paid in advance. 

 

3. Agreements: special agreements regarding prices, discount rates, deliveries, rent and bail can 

be established between Hallberga Trading and the client. These special 

agreements cover specific agreed points and do not exclude these general 

conditions in case of dispute. Special agreements may on request by client be 

recorded as unilateral listing in our customer database, or as supply agreement 

signed by both parties. 

 

4. Price guarantee: through long-term contracts with our suppliers, we strive to manage our prices 

during the product catalogue duration. Should the unlikely event of extreme 

financial situations or exchange rate differences arise, we reserve the right to 

alter these without prior notice. These prices will in that event be announced 

upon ordering or at order confirmation. Pictures, weights and measures in the 

catalogue are not binding. We reserve printing errors, mistakes and changes. At 

ordering by the client the article number determines the delivery of an item. We 

do not check or compare any conformity of additional descriptions. On our 

invoices, the article number is primary, secondly, often abbreviated due to space 

reasons, comes the designation. 

 

5. Shipping & time of delivery: all ordered goods are manufactured or delivered as soon as reasonably possible. 

Items on stock will be delivered promptly. The stated delivery times are 

dependent on shipping carrier and can therefore not be guaranteed. Hallberga 

Trading therefore excludes any claims or penalties for damages due to non - or 

late delivery of the goods. DB Schenker has documented procedures that 

maintain product security, law accordance and quality during all handling of the 

goods concerning storage, loading and transport. These procedures are 

developed based on the basis of a risk assessment according to the HACCP 

principles. DB Schenker follows the legislative demand for food transportation. 
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For bulk- or special production or specially customized article the possibility of 

certain over- or under- delivery must be taken into account. Sold-out items may 

by agreement be replaced by equivalent or range equal article. 

 

6. Deviations & warranties: any apparent defects must be notified in writing by letter, fax or email within 3 

days after receipt of the goods. Exceeding this period, you will lose the right to 

warranty claims. Hallberga Trading reserves the right to improve or repair parts 

and articles for flawless wherever possible instead of sending replacement. All 

warranties expire if interventions and manipulations are performed that are not 

agreed. Repair invoices from third parties will only be accepted if agreed by us 

and we have given our written permission. If any repair costs exceed an amount 

of  650.00 SEK you will receive a quotation message before the repair is 

performed . Claims for damages arising from the use of electrical appliances, 

computers or printers and the like are excluded. 

Hallberga Trading is certified according to IP-Food. All suppliers are GFSI-

certified or applying HACCP principles for risk assessment. 

 

7. Return, exch.& cancellation: any return of an article is only possible where clear deficiency exists or by a 

rightful claim. Food cannot be returned. Hallberga Trading is not responsible for 

damages caused by the carrier. Such damages shall promptly, but preferably 

upon receipt of the goods be reported to the shipping company, even if the 

packaging does not appear damaged. Damaged containers and goods must be 

photographed for documentation. Items can be replaced only by appointment. In 

such an agreement the goods should if possible be returned in the original 

packaging with all documentation and contact person's name on Hallberga 

Trading. To avoid incorrect deliveries, we suggest you order in writing by mail, 

fax or email. Articles returned following an agreement will replaced or 

refunded. Unstamped or not agreed Returns will not be accepted. Already 

ordered or delivered assignments or orders or orders cannot be altered or 

canceled. Assignments or orders for custom made or specially customized items 

that are not in our catalogue cannot be changed, canceled or returned. 

 

8. Dispute: any dispute is governed by Swedish law. Swedish is the company language. We 

reserve any translation errors. 

 

9. Miscellaneous: your billing address and shipping address is recorded in our financial system 

and freight management systems. For continued good service, we ask you to 

inform us in advance of any changes. We care about a good customer contact 

and would like to resolve any differences in a direct and non-bureaucratic way. 

Hallberga Trading excludes all liability for use of our products that is not 

intended. Correction of prices due to printing errors is reserved. These general 

conditions apply under all circumstances and cannot be replaced by your own 

terms and conditions. These terms are publicly printed on 

www.hallbergatrading.se, www.hallbergatrading.de and 

www.hallbergatrading.nl 

 

 Our general conditions are also deposited at Furlands Revisionsbyrå 
accountants, PO Box 53 , S-595 21 Mjölby 


